WW Newsletter #92 Feb. 11, 2018
New ideas and resources from and for our SWI community

Mar. 17 or 16-17: Palo Alto, California @ Athena Academy
Saturday Mar. 17: Click HERE for a poster with information on this
full-day SWI workshop in Palo Alto, CA
Friday Mar. 16: 10 spots are available to attend 3 in-class lessons with
students (Gr. 1/2, Gr. 4/5, Gr. 7/8) and debriefings with teachers at
Athena Academy. (4 are already reserved)

Hello all,
I hit the ground running in 2018 with
workshops in Toronto, Edmonton and
Sangudo (a small public school near
Edmonton). I’ve also done multiple on-line
workshops and tutoring sessions including
my first 3-hour introduction to SWI
workshop for about 30 people all joining from
their own computers.

Etymology Vl, March 24-25, Portland Oregon
Click HERE for more about this brilliant annual event with Gina Cooke
(LEX) and Douglas Harper (Etymonline)

April 27-28: Melbourne with Pete Bowers, Lyn Anderson &
Ann Whiting hosted by Wesley College

A new model of classroom-embedded teacher
training: Include your surrounding community
My on-site trainings at schools have always
included classroom-embedded teacher training.
Teachers observe as I lead SWI lessons that draw
on content students are studying in any subject
area. Teachers learn orthographic concepts as I
teach the students -- and they also see how
students engage with this content.

Upcoming Public SWI Workshops

Above images from
the teacher-workshop
hosted by the
Beaches Reading
Clinic in Toronto.

The real value of observing a lesson, however, comes during
the debriefing afterwards -- without students in the room.
Teachers get to ask questions about the choices I made,
orthographic concepts that grabbed their attention, ideas for
follow-up lessons, and anything else related to their own
teaching context.
The time with students is valuable, but time for teachers to
focus on what they observe with students and their own
learning about orthography is crucial.

“What I love about Pete’s workshops is that he takes a room full
of teachers and turns them into learners.”
Jonathan Twigg
Primary School Assistant Principal – PYP Coordinator
International School of Lausanne

Click HERE for a poster for more information and to register. This 2day workshop is the first collaboration among all three of us. Ann
helped Lyn and me get going with Real Spelling in 2001! This
workshop is intended for those with a working knowledge of
orthography/SWI. We are limiting the size of this group compared to
previous years.

April 30: Two sessions in Melbourne with Pete Bowers hosted
by Wesley College (Flyer with details HERE.)
1. In-school full-day workshop. Model lessons by Pete and debriefings
with Wesley teachers. ($180 limited availability)
2. Two-hour introduction to SWI 4:30-6:30. Open to novice teachers,
parents, and those with SWI experience ($35)
Email Pete for more information and to register for either or both of
these workshops.

May 3-5: Attend a 1, 2, or 3-day workshop in Bangkok with
Pete Bowers & Fiona Hamilton hosted by Fiona’s A Place
for Words at ELC-Bangkok.
Click HERE for information and to register. Explore Fiona’s website for
videos and illustrations of the learning of teachers and students going
on at her school through Fiona’s support with SWI.

Summer Workshops
• June 18-22: SWI Nueva Institute SF Bay Area (Details TBA)
• July 10-14: Wolfe Island 4-day SWI Summer Course (half way
between Toronto and Montreal) (Email Pete to inquire)
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While time to work with teachers is so important, I have always
missed the classroom-embedded teacher training when I do 1-,
2- and 3-day workshops outside of a school context. Recently,
I’ve stumbled on a great solution, however.
I had booked a Saturday workshop with the Beaches Reading
Clinic in Toronto. I called Cheryl Urbanczyk, director of the Al
Huda Elementary School to see if she’d be open to letting me
to use her school as a kind of “lab school” for classroomembedded sessions the day before the Saturday teacher
workshop. Cheryl has been studying SWI in Spellinars and
LEXinars for some time and I’d done PD at her school before.
She was delighted to get more support for her teachers.
Attendance on Friday was limited for the classroom context.
Participants could attend just the Saturday (no students) or the
Friday and Saturday combination. Teachers who got the
classroom experience on Friday could share their learning with
colleagues on Saturday. This model worked great in Toronto,
and we used the same model at a larger scale in Edmonton.
The Edmonton Regional Learning Consortium (ERLC) were
open to experiment with this embedded model for our latest
workshop together. The on-going investment this public
education department has put into in SWI is so impressive.
We booked a full-day workshop on a Friday for teachers. But
the Wednesday and Thursday before that, local schools with
teachers who have been working with SWI hosted classroomembedded trainings open to participants in the Friday
workshop. One day focused on lower elementary classes and
the other on upper elementary.
There is so much about this model that I find effective. The inschool sessions are more intimate groups. They can be made
up of complete SWI novices and experienced experts.
Everyone gets to experience their own orthographic learning
while observing students in the same process.

Above:
Attendees at the ERLC public school
teacher workshop dive into SWI
investigations. We were sold out at with
60 participants.
Above, right:
Teachers who have just observed a middle school lesson at the Johnny
Bright public school continue with a similar investigation using the “4
questions” after the students showed us how it is done!

Teachers new to SWI in a standard workshop sometimes think
the content is too hard for kids. Ironically, it is common for kids
to have an easier time than teachers because kids have less
unlearning to do. The classroom-embedded teacher training
makes it clear that the students are just fine with this content.
Further, on-site teachers regularly point out to the visitors that
many of the kids who are most engaged in the sessions are
students who usually hide during literacy activities.
SWI growing in Edmonton
Edmonton has become a new hub of SWI learning after
frequent return visits for PD. All of the ERLC sessions were
sold out. The majority of the participants were new to this work
but the attendees who had studied with me before had come a
long way. Like Cheryl in Toronto, teachers with previous PD
jumped at the invitation from ERLC for their schools to host
the in-class sessions so that they could get more training.
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Consider this story from a middle school math teacher who
came to see me before we started on Friday. She and her
class have been working with SWI since the previous ERLC
workshop. She couldn’t get over how much help SWI had been
in her teaching of math concepts. She understood clearly that
SWI is not just literacy instruction. Investigating spelling
structure and how it relates to the meanings of words is
leverage for learning in any subject.
She was keen to ask a spelling question that had stumped her
and her students. They couldn’t make sense of of the structural
relationship between <multiply> and <multiplication>.
This exact question arises all the time due to obvious meaning
connection and close spelling connection between these
words. I pointed her to THIS POST on the Investigations page
of Real Spellers where I have a document on an investigation
of this word family. The figure (above, right) is drawn from that
investigation and should give you a sense of how this family
works.
I also went to the Sangudo Community School 2-hours outside
of Edmonton. The principal, Jo-Ann McLaren, and literacy
specialist teacher, Melody Moon, had attended a short SWI
workshop the year before and were determined to get PD for
their school. Jo-Ann asked if she could invite other teachers/
administrators from the area to join the sessions. I was
delighted. I’m always looking to build the community of
learners in the local area. But I also know how much voices
from outside visitors builds everyone’s understanding.
Jonathan Twigg, the PYP co-ordinator at the International
School of Lausanne, made the same point about the 2-day
workshop his school hosted last fall. He pointed out that one of
his favourite things about the sessions was how much richer
the learning was for him and his teachers because of the
presence of outside teachers working with the same content.
(See more on that workshop in WW Newsletter #91.)

Above: A representation of the morphological and etymological
relationships of <multiply>, <multiplication> and other words that
derived from the Latin root plic(are) for “fold”. See more on this family
HERE. For a different math based investigation that began with
trying to understand the definition of <infinity> click HERE.

New Resources and Lessons from our various
communities
Putting energy and resources into building a healthy learning
community fuels a virtuous cycle. Expertise of one learning
community fuels the understanding of the wider community.
Next are examples of resources generated by our world-wide
community that we can all gain from. First I share some new
resources from old friends.
Real Spelling Gallery still available for download!
Real Spelling resources and Spellinars continue to inspire. The
archive of films in the Real Spelling Gallery represent a deep
well of orthographic knowledge presented with unparalleled
elegance. They remain free to download for now, but I do not
know for how long. If you don’t have this reference, download it
now HERE. Please consider a generous donation on the
“Benefaction” button not only for this resource, but for all the
work Real Spelling has done for decades.
Also see resources for sale at the Real Spelling Store.
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Gina Cooke’s LEX Store - New Grapheme Deck and Matrix
Study Sheets in the works
I show examples of resources from Gina Cooke’s LEX Store at
all my workshops. A glimpse of the order of English spelling
makes the need for reliable linguistic references clear.
A new set of the Matrix Study Sheets co-authored by Gina
and Scott Mills is coming soon. (More on Scott’s work next.)
Gina tells me that the 3rd edition of her Grapheme Deck will
go on sale online next month at a discounted pre-order price,
and then it will be published later this year. Anyone who
subscribes to Gina’s blog will get a notice about when the
cards are available. I highly recommend any of Gina’s
resources to anyone trying to deepen their understanding of
our oral and written language.
I’d also highly recommend Gina’s Feb. 5 LEX post “Stuck in
the Middle?”. It’s a masterful account of guiding the study of
orthography in a tutoring session.
Scott Mills: LIV(E) -- Language InnerViews for Educators
Scott is an elementary teacher who dove into understanding
and teaching orthography remarkably quickly. His new website,
and soon-to-be-released teacher resource book, are going to
be key resources for so
many of us working to
bring a deeper
orthographic
understanding to our
classroom and tutoring
instruction.
Click HERE to see a
video describing Scott’s
new resource and to preorder your own copy.

Also explore Scott’s website. The language experts he has
interviewed are quite astonishing (including Stephen Pinker!).
Teachers will love Scott’s own posts and videos such as those
on “The non-existent magic <e>” and and an investigation of
the <-ion> suffix using the “4 Questions”.
I also have to highlight a new interview Scott conducted with
my brother, Jeff Bowers, who is lead author on our 2017 paper
“Beyond Phonics: The case for teaching children the logic of
the English spelling system”.
The title of the Jeff’s interview with Scott is “Can
Neuroscience Inform Instruction?” I highly recommend the
conversation at THIS LINK -- and not just because he’s my
brother! (BTW. Jeff and I have more research in the works.)
Mary Beth Stevens - New videos and SWI on-line courses
Readers of my newsletters will know how often I point to Mary
Beth Stevens’ work with her Grade 5 class. The student
learning she shares is always astonishing.
I was recently pointed to a
video her students created
called “The Affix Squad:
Doubling”. You will delight
in seeing these students
creatively share their
learning about the
consonant doubling
conventions at THIS LINK.
Also explore the amazing
archive of videos Mary Beth has at her YouTube page HERE.
In addition, Mary Beth has been running on-line SWI courses
for teachers including sessions on grammar and all sorts of
topics. Check out her classes HERE.
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See the Beauty in Dyslexia: On-Line SWI Introductory
courses by Lisa Barnett
Lisa Barnett has been a force for building the community of
structured word inquiry scholars for some time now too.
Go to here website “See the Beauty in Dyslexia” to learn more
about her on-line SWI courses, her blog and other resources.
Dyslexia Training Institute: Virtual Conference April 23,
2018 - May 4, 2018
The Dyslexia Training Institute was founded by Dr. Kelli
Sandman-Hurley and Tracy Block-Zaretsky. They dramatically
shifted their work after encountering Gina and I and a matrix
for <sign> scribbled on a napkin at an IDA conference.
Last year they held their inaugural and hugely successful
“virtual conference.” I’m pleased to be presenting a talk this
year entitled “Structured Word Inquiry: What it is, what it isn’t
and where it fits in the research.” Go to THIS LINK to get the
details and information about all the speakers.
Some gems from the field...
I have a backlog of wonderful email correspondences from
teachers sharing inspiring learning experiences on deck for my
Newsletters. I only have space to share a couple.
Grade 2 teacher gets <creative> with SWI investigations
Christi McEvoy teaches at the International School of
Lausanne where I conducted an SWI workshop last fall. He
was already working with SWI, but clearly took a major leap
after that workshop. We’ve corresponded about a number of
their experiences since then. The following is taken from an
email about a fun investigation Christi shared recently:

Please ﬁnd a*ached our ﬁrst foray into <create> word sums, with
ﬁnal, non-syllabic <e>. An example in case someone says 6 year
olds won’t get it. Ha ha.

(I’m treaEng it as a base
unEl I can get my head
around explaining the
<cre + ate> structure).
We had a great quesEon
about <see+er ➔ seer>,
and which <e> was
disappearing?
One of my kids instantly
idenEﬁed that a “triple
<e>” doesn’t exist so the
word couldn’t be
*<seeer>.
Maybe we could Zoom
about that someEme
soon?
Kind regards,
All the best,
Christi McEvoy
Year 2 Teacher

There is so much I love about this email. I love that Christi
has a sense that <create> is not actually the base of this
family, but understands that there is no problem with
presenting his students with an incomplete analysis. In
fact, until he understands the structure <cre + ate>, it is
totally appropriate to work with <create> the way he does.
Christi is modelling a crucial lesson for us and his
students. Scientists should not draw conclusions deeper
than evidence that they themselves understand!
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I also note in the image of the image that this student has
added more words to analyze than Christi presented in
the first place. For example, the word <creation> is
added by the student. This is actually the most interesting
word on the page to me. This word invites the opportunity
to study the phonology of the < t > grapheme with a
grapheme-phoneme chart. (See below.)

What a great Grade 2 spelling scientist to notice how
interesting the spelling <seer> is!

If the 4 questions spark them to to look for still more
relatives, the word <creature> may come up -- and it is an
especially rich one to explore!

Ken Eiker: Bound In Unity

I was lucky to get stuck on this same word family years
ago. It was my inability to make sense of the graphemephoneme correspondences in <creature> and <create>
that finally led me to hypothesise that the base might be
<cre>. Only when I found the root cre(are) for “produce,
beget, make” was I able to understand the morphological
and phonological structure of this word family. For a
detailed story of the concepts behind this story, explore
the films from the Real Spelling Gallery and look in the
“Word Studies” folder for the film “The Orthography of
<creature>.” (File label: “create.mp4”)

To guide Christi’s response to this excellent question, I
pointed him to page 18 in my book where I address the
“two-step word sum” that grew from an investigation of
<agreed>. I also suggested he explore the “two-step word
sum” at THIS LINK on Real Spellers.
On February 1st I got an email message from Ken Eiker
that was addressed to myself, Gina Cooke and another
colleague, Marie Foley. The email was just the title
“Bound in Unity” and the picture you see below. I wrote to
ask for more detail. Ken wrote,
“<une> was a turning point for these guys and their
understanding of bound bases and the first time we
really talked about
connecting vowel letters.
They'll be moving on to
another school next year
and I'll really miss them.
Couldn't do this stuff with
out my care team -- you
three and Real Spelling!”
Ken, Marie and I met at my
2017 Wolfe Island Summer
Course. They both dug in
quickly, and have continued
their collaborative learning
ever since. I regularly get
amazing stories from both of
them in my inbox.
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I drew on one of Marie’s emails for a story I posted on
Real Spellers entitled “Making sense of phonology
through morphology.” Since the summer course, Ken and
Marie have taken many Spellinars with Real Spelling and
LEXinars with Gina and their growing understanding is
transforming the learning of the kids they work with.
I asked Ken if we could get permission to share the
photo, and if he would be open to describing what is
behind this joyful image. Here is what Ken wrote:
I thought I was dipping my toes in the SWI river while
I was teaching my dyslexic students with an OrtonGillingham curriculum for the past several of years.
Last summer I attended Pete's summer workshop on
Wolfe Island. I told Pete he turned my world right
side up. I could no longer continue to teach OG in
good conscience. I thought I was going to wade
deeper into the SWI river after my time in Ontario,
but I ended up making the decision to jump in, swim
upstream and pull my students along. Turns out
we're pulling each other along and learning together.
My teaching has focused on structure and meaning
and my third grade students have become very
comfortable using linguistic word sums. We started
out working with free base elements because I
wanted to slowly and thoroughly develop my
students' ability to construct and announce word
sums. Working with familiar concrete bases built
good habits and the understanding I was seeking for
these guys. In January, I introduced some bound
bases and Latinate connecting vowel letters.

I was working with the < une >
bound base that lends itself to a
connecting vowel letter < i > in
many words. My students were
confused and I was met with,
"What the heck is this?" The
momentum we had with free
bases struck a rock. I slowed
things down, pulled out some
hands-on strategies, and had the
boys literally manipulating every
morphemic element, one by one,
and replacing the connecting
vowel letter < i > and vowel
suffixes directly on top of the
potential, single, non-syllabic
< e > in < une >. The result was
joy in learning as shown in this
photograph. Boys bound in unity.

Matrix on bound base <une>
taken from the “70 Matrices
Disk” from Real Spelling.

Ken Eiker, Dyslexia Therapist, keneiker.com
“Reality has a surprising amount of detail”
Finally, click HERE for fascinating essay with the above
title. It is not specifically about spelling or even education.
Instead I see it as an eloquent description of processes
involved in deep learning about any complex domain. It
may not be about structured word inquiry, but it is a rich
reflection of my own experiences in the process of
learning through structured word inquiry. I think you might
find it a rich launching pad for your own learning.

We were out of our comfort zone.

Pete Bowers
Feb 11, 2018
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